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Candy Costas is a woman who embraces each day with style, confidence, and positivity! As a registered nurse and co-
owner of a private nursing company that spans five states, she travels for business on a regular basis. To all that cross
her path, she is recognized for her standout style, her commitment to fitness, and her joie de vivre. The joy and value
of dressing well - for men and women alike - has been a passion and conviction of Candy’s since she was old enough
to hold a Barbie doll. Many of her style tips, ideas, and opinions have been shared over the years on her blog. Candy
is also committed to the joy and value of family. She has two children and two grand-children and hosts a weekly
Sunday dinner for all, regardless of how busy her schedule may be or whether her suitcases are barely unpacked.
Candy lives in Belmont with her husband, Peter, who shares her love for adventure, style, and living life to the fullest.
At the age of 64, Candy truly lives her Instagram mantra: Work hard. Play hard. Enjoy every day.
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A raincoat that is designed for the stylish woman on the
go...

The CANDY COSTAS Raincoat keeps you dry and
warm in bone chilling rain.  The generous hood protects

your hair without flattening your hairstyle.  The hood also
eliminates the need for an umbrella and allows your hands
to be free for a laptop bag, a suitcase, or to hail a cab. The

dramatic, bold style turns heads, taking you from the
boardroom to the ballroom with feminine elegance unlike

any other raincoat before... 
Stay dry. Be warm. Look fabulous. 

The CANDY COSTAS Raincoat

Dramatic, generous & removable hood
Draw cords for secure fit

Decorative gold button with signature logo
Elegant full skirt

Wide, secure belt to highlight waistline
Bodice and skirt fully lined with 3M Thinsulate™
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